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Saving the Night Skies

“For my part, I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of
the stars makes me dream.” —Vincent van Gogh
There’s something magical about staring into the night sky, seeing a
universe of shining stars glimmering as far as the eye can see.
There’s a timelessness about it. It isn’t hard to imagine the earliest
human beings standing in the dark, looking up to the heavens,
wondering and dreaming. But in our modern world, that universal
experience of stargazing is in peril. Across the globe, the stars
are “disappearing.” Scientists estimate that some 80 percent of
Americans today cannot see the Milky Way. Many children might
never see the wondrous galaxy that our grandparents experienced
night after starlit night.
The problem is light pollution. It’s permeating our planet,
brightening our night sky and threatening the breathtaking view
of the Milky Way.
Here at Grand Canyon—one of the best places on Earth to see the
stars—we’re committed to preserving the mystery and magic of the
night skies. In this issue of Canyon Views, you’ll learn more about
how your support of Grand Canyon Association is protecting the
night skies.
Grand Canyon and other national parks have always depended on
committed, caring friends like you. Without your help, this project
would not be possible. Now, more than ever, we need you. Help us
preserve and protect this national treasure and the stars above it, for
this generation and generations to come.

Grand Canyon Association
P.O. Box 399
Grand Canyon, AZ 86023-0399
(800) 858-2808
www.grandcanyon.org

Susan E. Schroeder
ceo
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Protecting the Night Sky
Your Support Means Tomorrow’s Children Will Know the Wonder of Stargazing
“Less than 100 years ago, everyone could
look up and see a spectacular starry night sky.
Now, millions of children across the globe will
never experience the Milky Way where they live.
The increased and widespread use of artificial
light at night is not only impairing our view
of the universe, it is adversely affecting our
environment, our safety, our energy consumption
and our health,” according to the International
Dark-Sky Association.
With help from supporters like you, the Grand
Canyon Association is taking steps to protect our

night skies at Grand Canyon. We’re working to
preserve and restore an unimpaired view of the
cosmos for all visitors to our wonderful park.
Along with national parks throughout the
West, we are leading the charge to protect
viewing night sky. While many other parks
have minimal infrastructure and few outdoor
lights, Grand Canyon Village is home to
several thousand residents and 5,000 lights.
That creates a challenge of keeping streets
and public areas safe while also minimizing
light pollution.
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New lighting
fixtures are being
implemented as
part of the Dark
Sky initiative.
These two lights,
at the park
superintendent’s
house, shield
direct light and
use lightbulbs in
an amber hue.

Turning Down the Lights

Light pollution can be controlled through a
combination of outdoor lighting fixtures and
bulbs that reduce light pollution and glare, as
well as save money and energy. Thanks to Grand
Canyon Association supporters, every lightbulb
and fixture in our 1.2 million-acre park has
been inventoried, with over 70 percent deemed
unfriendly to dark skies.

2016 and has begun the ambitious—and costly—
process of retrofitting old fixtures and bulbs.
The state-of-the-art LED replacement lighting
minimizes glare and reduces light emissions while
still providing a safe environment for visitors.
What’s Next for Canyon Skies

A comprehensive database was created to
allow resource experts to determine the best
preservation techniques and approaches. This
work to minimize and contain artificial light will
not only improve the visibility of our stars and
planets today but will protect the night sky for
generations to come.

To ensure a star-filled future, Grand Canyon
National Park is creating lighting guidelines that
meet IDA standards, and the park has assembled a
team of experts to plan and implement the next
phases of this multi-year project. The talented and
diverse team includes physical science specialists,
data managers, facilities staff and electricians,
as well as a historical architect and others who
will oversee custom retrofits in the park’s many
historic areas.

Grand Canyon National Park received provisional
status as an International Dark Sky Park from
the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) in

With your help, we will continue our work to
make sure that the incredible expanse of the
canyon’s night sky will not be lost to light.
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It Takes a Village
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Many of the light fixtures in Grand Canyon Village are on
property that is managed by the park’s lodging partners, Xanterra
Parks & Resorts and Delaware North Company. Grand Canyon
Association recognizes and thanks these committed partners for
their participation in this critically important project.
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Light pollution in the United States has dramatically increased in the past decade. Your
support can help keep skies dark at Grand Canyon.

The International DarkSky Association (IDA) is
the recognized authority on
light pollution and the leading
organization combating light
pollution worldwide. Founded in
1988, the IDA advocates for night
sky protection and educates the
public on the negative impacts
of artificial light on everything
from climate change to wildlife
safety. An IDA International Dark
Sky Park is “a land possessing an
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exceptional or distinguished quality
of starry nights and a nocturnal
environment that is specifically
protected for its scientific, natural,
educational, cultural heritage and/
or public enjoyment.”
To learn more about how you can help keep us in the dark,
visit www.grandcanyon.org or contact Chief Philanthropy Officer Ann Scheflen at
(928) 863-3876 or ann@grandcanyon.org.
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Creatures
in the Night
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Your Willingness to
Combat Light Pollution Is
Good News for Canyon Animals
Who Need the Dark to Thrive

Adapted with permission from the International Dark-Sky Association

The impact of artificial light contaminating
the night skies goes far beyond lost stargazing
opportunities. It has a severe and disruptive
impact on wildlife as well. On nocturnal birds
that use the stars and moon for navigation. On
fireflies, coyotes and other creatures whose
communication patterns are influenced by the
darkness of the night. On mating and feeding
behaviors. On predator-prey relationships and
keeping ecosystems in balance.

When artificial light comes into play, natural
patterns can quickly go awry. Nocturnal
animals that are meant to sleep during the
day and be active at night are thrown off by
the light and change their natural behavior.
Likewise, birds that migrate or hunt at night—

Scientific evidence indicates that light pollution
has negative, sometimes even deadly effects on
many creatures, including amphibians, birds,
mammals and insects. Both animals and plants
depend on Earth’s daily cycle of light and dark
to govern life-sustaining behaviors such as
reproduction and feeding.
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For billions of years, in fact, all life has relied
on cycles of light and dark, day and night. It’s
encoded in the DNA of all plants and animals.
But, primarily over the past century, humanity
has radically disrupted this cycle with the spread
of artificial light.

Scientific evidence indicates that light
pollution has negative, sometimes even
deadly effects on many creatures.

Canyon Creatures Grateful
for Dark Skies
Birds:

373
species

Mammals:
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92

species

navigating by moonlight and starlight—can
wander off course. Many are drawn by light
toward the dangerous nighttime landscapes of
cities. In addition, artificial lights can cause birds
to migrate too early or too late and miss optimal
conditions for nesting and foraging.

Reptiles/
Amphibians:

57

species

Even insects are affected by the presence of
artificial light. And when their populations decline,
other species that rely on insects for food or
pollination are impacted, affecting complex food
webs in unexpected ways.
So in helping to combat light pollution at Grand
Canyon, you preserve the natural order of things.
You secure a better future not only for visitors
eager to safely see awesome displays of starlight for
years to come but also for creatures great and small
whose very existence depends on the dark.
Thank you for helping to keep the canyon in
the dark!

Fish:

18

species
(5 native)
Invertebrates:

8,480
species
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Sally, a recent board member and enthusiastic
supporter of Grand Canyon Association, grew
up in Purcell, Oklahoma. She graduated from the
University of Oklahoma and received her master’s
degree from the University of Texas. She has been
a CPA in public accounting since 1982. Sally and
her husband, Craig, run their own accounting firm,
Clayton & Clayton, in San Antonio, Texas.

How did you get interested in the park’s work to
preserve the night sky?
I started out as a dark sky advocate purely for
personal, selfish reasons—I wanted to see the
night sky better. But after all I have learned, I
have become a true convert. From the effects
on wildlife and humans to energy savings and
the ability to see the night sky better, there are
so many benefits to Grand Canyon receiving
International Dark Sky Park status.
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After 38 Trips
to the Park,
Sally Clayton
Is More
Committed
Than Ever …

When did you get involved with Grand Canyon?
We brought our two children, Amy and Austin,
to Grand Canyon National Park for the first time
back in 2000, on a family vacation. We stayed on
both the South and North Rims and fell in love
with the canyon, and we joined Grand Canyon
Association at a GCA Park Store on that trip. We
kept our membership active, and even though we
didn’t return to the canyon for another 10 years,
we loved reading about the things the Association
was doing to make the canyon a better place for
generations to come. Thirty-eight canyon trips
later, there isn’t a more special place on Earth to
our family.
What canyon experiences stand out for you?
When you come to the canyon, everyone is
always amazed at the spectacular views. The
changing light and shadows mean that the view
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“We’ve been amazed at the night skies above the canyon.”
is never exactly the same, and that certainly
makes the canyon tremendously special.
Any special thoughts on the canyon at night?
Coming to the canyon and staying overnight,
we have been amazed at the night skies. The
stars, meteors, moon and crisscrossing satellites
are just remarkable in the dark skies over the
canyon. Not only that, but the moonlight on
the canyon walls creates an entirely different
experience. The Dark Sky project is about
keeping those nighttime views special by
reducing the light pollution that has slowly been
creeping over the park. We are thrilled that our
gift will help move Grand Canyon National Park
to full Dark Sky Park status.
What would you say to other canyon lovers about
taking care of the park?
There are so many ways to support this amazing
place. Financial gifts are important because the
national parks face extremely tight budgets. We

urge supporters to contribute to projects like
trail maintenance, the Desert View Watchtower,
protecting the dark sky or general support of the
canyon. One of the best things you can do is to
bring friends to Grand Canyon so that they might
fall in love with this place and get involved with
the many wonderful opportunities Grand Canyon
Association has to offer. Continue to explore the
canyon and its endless beauty. It will only enhance
your love for the canyon and encourage all of us
to preserve and enhance it forever.

Support YOUR Park:
Ways to Give
Your contribution to the Grand Canyon
Association provides critical support to protect
and preserve Grand Canyon. However
you choose to give, your generosity will
be recognized and appreciated by all who
treasure this World Heritage Site.
Visit grandcanyon.com to learn more.
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GET INVOLVED!

Great Ways to Support Dark Skies at Grand Canyon

June 17–24, 2017
For eight days in June, park visitors can explore the wonders
of the night sky on Grand Canyon National Park’s South Rim
with the Tucson Amateur Astronomy Association and on the
North Rim with the Saguaro Astronomy Club of Phoenix.
Amateur astronomers from across the country volunteer
their expertise and offer free nightly astronomy programs and
telescope viewing. Through their telescopes, you might view
an assortment of planets, double stars, star clusters, nebulae
and distant galaxies by night, and perhaps the sun or Venus by
day. At the 2017 Star Party, Jupiter and Saturn will be evening
highlights, but you might find an astronomer pointing a
telescope at Venus in the blue sky of morning. Skies will be
starry and dark until the moon rises after 1 a.m.

2
3

Attend free ranger star talks, evening

programs and constellation tours happening
throughout the year at the park.

Educate yourself
on the impacts of
light pollution. Visit

www.darksky.org
for more information.

4

Donate today. Your support will take

Visit www.nps.gov/grca/planyourvisit
for more information.
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Grand Canyon National Park to the
next level of achieving International
Dark Sky Park status. Donate online
at www.grandcanyon.org.
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Attend the Grand Canyon Star Party

Did you know that when you take a class with the
GCA Field Institute you are taking part in a unique aspect
of our mission to support the park? The Field Institute
fills a valuable role in educating the public about the park.
Your instructors are experts in Grand Canyon ecology,
geology and human history, and they provide a learning
experience on par with park ranger–led interpretive
programs. Whether you take a four-day backpacking
trip immersed in the canyon’s terrain and ecology, or a
half-day tour along the rim, you participate in a learning
experience like none other offered at Grand Canyon.
Each year, the Field Institute helps serve
Grand Canyon National Park with:

3,200

Class Participants

300+

Canyon Classes
& Tours

40,000
Educational
Contact Hours

UPCOMING CLASSES:
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Drawing on the Edge
May 31–June 3
Inspiration is in nearly endless supply as one ponders the
Grand Canyon from any angle. Join artist Alan Petersen
as he taps into this reservoir at various points along the
South Rim with pen, pencil and brush. This primer on
drawing techniques is appropriate for all skill levels.

Be Part of
Something
Grand!
The Grand Canyon Association
Field Institute Connects You to the
Park in a Different Way

North Rim Writing on the Edge
June 16–18
The North Rim is an inspiring destination for anyone
who makes the journey. Former Grand Canyon Artistin-Residence Thea Gavin will teach participants how to
translate that inspiration into poetry and prose. This class
is open to participants of all skill levels.
Nature Sketching and Journaling
June 30–July 2
Record your impressions of the world’s grandest chasm
with artist and writer Elaine Hultgren. During a series
of hands-on teaching sessions, light hikes and rim-based
ponders, you’ll discover new techniques to make your
Grand Canyon memories last forever. This class is open
to participants of all skill levels.
Visit grandcanyon.com/fieldinstitute for a complete
list of tour and class opportunities.
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Leave a Grand Legacy
Making a bequest through your will or estate plan is a simple way to
protect and enhance Grand Canyon National Park for present and future
generations.

Find out more by calling Phil Payne, Donor Engagement Manager, at (938) 638-7021,
or email him at ppayne@grandcanyon.org.

Grandest
Place on Earth!

We want to let you know about some important changes. To better serve you and
to increase the efficiency of our fundraising efforts for Grand Canyon National Park,
we’re moving our renewal dates to a calendar year. We’re also recognizing the many
ways people give to Grand Canyon by welcoming everyone . . . members, donors AND
volunteers . . . to our new Supporter family.
You may soon receive a request in the mail from us to renew your Supporter contribution
for 2017. These changes will help lower expenses, which means more donated dollars
go directly to protect and enhance Grand Canyon! We’ll also be able to bring you more
relevant and timely information throughout the year about special initiatives at the canyon.
Your support is vital to Grand Canyon, and we hope we can count on your continued
generosity. Thank you for being a Grand Canyon Association Supporter in 2017!
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Megan Gray at
(928) 556-5314 or mgray@grandcanyon.org.

We love hearing from our Supporters!
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Thank You for
Supporting the
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If you’ve already included the Grand Canyon in your will . . .
Thank You! Please let us know about your plans, so we may recognize
you as a member of the Grand Canyon’s Bright Angel Society.

